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Abstract

An autoencoder is a class of neural network that is

trained to output an accurate reproduction of the input

while learning key lower dimensional features, otherwise

known as a manifold. A lower dimensional representation

of the original input, referred to as the latent space, en-

codes the intrinsic data structure over the manifold. This

paper proposes filter-guided manifold optimization in the

latent space of a convolutional autoencoder to recover noisy

motion data collected by a depth sensor. Autoencoder out-

put is smoothed using four traditional filters and employed

as target motion data in an objective function. The dif-

ference between the actual output and target is minimized

through stochastic gradient descent over the latent space,

using manifold optimization to produce the expected smooth

output. The advantage of this filter-guided approach over

traditional filtering is that the resultant motion data still

adheres to the manifold in the latent space learned by the

autoencorder from training on motion data.

1. Introduction

The study of human motion is typically done with

marker-based motion capture systems (Mocap) or mark-

erless ones. Although the former are still considered the

gold standard in most biomechanical studies and computer

graphic applications, the latter, of which the most widely

available are RGB-D sensor based, have several advantages.

They are markerless and therefore less confining to the sub-

ject; they are not limited to a predefined area if they can

be mobilized; and they are cost-effective and easy to use.

Unfortunately these depth sensor-based systems are not as

precise and detailed as the marker-based Mocap systems

and suffer from erroneous skeleton estimation due to factors

such as occlusion and lack of robustness. If these systems

could be used to generate skeleton estimation and motion

data that are reasonably or acceptably accurate, the benefits

would be notable and valuable. Although sensor hardware

will continue to improve, software approaches are more de-

sirable and practical.
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Figure 1. Progression of skeleton recovery: (a) Given noisy skele-

ton inputs, (b) Recovered skeleton without guided filtering, (c) Re-

covered skeleton with guided filtering, and (d) Ground truth skele-

ton.

Our research is aimed at improving skeleton data cap-

tured from an RGB-D sensor through deep learning. Many

methods in current research capitalize on software devel-

opment kits (SDKs) that have already been developed for

various RGB-D sensors to estimate a 3D human skeleton.

There are two approaches to improve skeleton data created

by SDKs, i.e., filter-based, which attempt to smooth un-

natural movements in joints [2, 9, 15], and learning-based,

which use neural networks or pose graphs to characterize

valid human motion and produce a cleaned version of the

skeletal data [13, 6, 5, 12].

Inspired by [6, 5, 4], we propose a new filter-guided

approach to skeleton data recovery that incorporates tradi-

tional filtering into autoencoder latent space optimization.

The proposed approach capitalizes on the hidden layer la-

tent space of the autoencoder and guides this space using

a filtered version of the skeletal data, yielding a smoothed

skeleton motion sequence, as shown in Figure 1, where two

noisy inputs (a) are improved by autoencoder-based motion

recovery [6] (b) and our method (c), creating results more

comparable with the ground-truth data (d) captured by a

marker-based Mocap system. The crux of this approach lies

in that filter-guided latent space optimization balances the

expected smoothness of output data with the learned lower

dimensional manifold of human motion.



2. Related Work

We briefly review two kinds of approaches in related re-

search, i.e., filtering-based and learning-based.

2.1. Filtering Methods

Most filtering methods have settled on some form of the

Kalman filter to produce the best results, the Wiener Pro-

cess Acceleration (WPA) Kalman filter in [2], the Tobit

Kalman filter (TKF) in [9] and the extended Kalman fil-

ter in [15]. All of these filters were found to reduce the

unnatural movements generated by self-occlusion. In addi-

tion, it was shown that the EKF is effective in smoothing out

jitter effects and predicting the trajectory of a joint even af-

ter it is out of field-of-view, and the WPA Kalman reduces

the latency associated with the Kalman Filtering process.

Although these filtering methods did show some promise

in improving the quality of skeleton estimation, they are

still limited in dealing with large unnatural movements that

are often caused by occlusion or erroneous estimation. If

the filtering is accentuated to handle these cases, more of

the higher frequency information of the subject’s movement

could be lost with more latency induced.

2.2. Learning Methods

The popular method for motion recovery is based on a

large set of clean human motion data. A database gen-

erated from a Mocap system was used in [13] as a prior

to correct erroneous movements in Kinect data, and then

the corrected pose was dynamically filtered using a subject-

specific model to match bone lengths and physical charac-

teristics. This method heavily relies on a priori poses and

the subject-specific model. On the other hand, neural net-

works prove an effective approach to improve the quality

of noisy skeleton data. Two recurrent neural networks were

used jointly in [12] to improve skeleton data where one neu-

ral net is trained on joint positions, and one on joint veloc-

ities. This method is supervised and involves a set of pre-

defined poses for training. Autoencoder neural networks are

commonly used in noise reduction and are a natural fit for

the use in recovering noisy motion data from SDK estima-

tion. A convolutional autoencoder neural network was used

to learn a general motion manifold along low-dimensional

latent space by training on a database of 10 hours of human

motion data in [5, 6]. The autoencoder can then be used to

correct real-world Kinect data by projecting the input into

the latent space for motion denoising. This method does

a good job correcting self-occlusion and data dropout but

does not address some of the minor jitter effects of SDK

estimation. Since traditional filtering methods are suitable

to address this issue, one might consider a fusion of this

learning method with traditional filtering.

3. Proposed Method

Our approach is based on a portion of the framework de-

vised by Holden et al. [5]. We apply new filter based guid-

ance to the latent (H) space of the autoencoder to improve

motion recreation. This guidance acts on the compressed

latent space as an objective function that can be optimized

to generate smoother motion and reduced error when com-

pared to ground truth.

3.1. Framework

The fundamental portion of this framework is a convo-

lutional autoencoder used to correct skeletal motion data

that has been corrupted in some manner (Figure 2). This

autoencoder consists of an encoding step Φ and a decod-

ing step Ψ. The encoder compresses or encodes the input

data into a smaller subspace (H), extracting important char-

acteristic features. The decoder then operates on the en-

coded data to reconstruct an approximation of the original

data. This methodology has proven to be extremely useful

in many denoising applications, as the output approximates

a clean version of the input based on a learned manifold

often unaffected by noise in the latent space.

Figure 2. Network overview of the convolutional autoencoder.

The original framework by Holden et al. proposed a

method to affect the style of recovered motion for use in

synthesis of skeleton motion. This method involves creat-

ing a motion constraint that is applied to the latent space of

the data. Using the latent space to modify the human mo-

tion has the advantage that the effects of the constraint do

not violate the learned manifold, which is a representation

of valid human motion. Objective functions are used to cal-

culate an error in the visual space for all of the frames of

motion. This error is then used to modify the latent space

to converge toward the desired motion. This is done using

gradient descent. The resultant modified latent space is then

translated back to the visual space to produce a modified re-

covery. This process is presented in Figure 3.



Figure 3. Using the latent space to constrain motion data.

3.2. Autoencoder

The input to this neural network has been modified from

the original framework to only include the desired joint lo-

cations in the x, y, z coordinate space. The network trains

on clips of 240 frames of motion data, which corresponds to

4 seconds worth of data, the amount of time needed to cover

individual human motions [6]. Therefore, the input vector

to the convolutional auto encoder is a matrix X ∈ R
240×66.

Rather than have a fully connected neural network, the

autoencoder is convolutional and the weight matrix is con-

volved along the frames of motion to encode dependencies

of skeletal movement through time with a stride of 1 and

no padding. The weight matrix, W ∈ R
256×66×25, pro-

duces convolutional filters corresponding to 25 frames of

data. The result is then added to a bias vector b ∈ R
256,

and a max pooling operation(S (x)) is done to take the max-

imum value of each neighboring hidden units. This reduces

the latent space by 1/2 in an attempt to down sample and

concentrate on the most important features of the skeletal

motion. The activation function used in the encode step is

the rectified linear unit (ReLU (x) = max (x, 0)). The com-

plete encoding step (1),

Φ(X) = ReLU (S (X ∗ W + b)), (1)

encapsulates the process of compressing the input to the la-

tent space of the network. The output of this encode step is

the latent space Φ(X) = H, and is input to the decode step

of the network.

The decode step is much the same as the encode step

except for the fact that the weight matrix (W̃) is reflected

across the temporal axis and transposed across the other two

axes. The trained weights remain the same as the weights in

the encode step, but rearranged to perform a deconvolution

of the latent space. The decoder must also incorporate a

method to undo the max pooling operation S−1(H), since

max pooling is a lossy operation and the original data that

was discarded cannot be recovered. In the training phase

of the neural network framework, this inverse function is

approximated by randomly setting one of the original units

to the max value and the other to 0. However, in using the

network to recover corrupted skeletal motion data, the max

value is spread evenly to both units to reduce noise in the

network. The result of this decode step (2),

Ψ(H) = (S−1(H)− b) ∗ W̃, (2)

is an approximation of the input X based on the lower di-

mensional representation contained in the latent space H.

The network weights are initialized by the method de-

scribed by Glorot and Bengio using the number of inputs

to the network, fan-in, and the number of outputs of the

network, fan-out [3]. This method sets minimum and max-

imum values for a uniform distribution within [−r, r] (3),

r =

√
6

fan-in + fan-out
(3)

with which random numbers will be chosen to initialize the

weights. The training of the network is discussed in further

detail in Section 4.1.

3.3. Filter Guidance Latent Space Optimization

The latent space of the autoencoder has been trained to

recreate human motion; therefore, the benefits of apply-

ing a filtering mechanism in this space capitalizes on tra-

ditional filtering methods as well as on the learned mani-

fold, to recover corrupted human motion. Four filters are

used to guide recovered motion through the autoencoder la-

tent space, and three of these filters serve to consistently re-

duce noise in the skeleton and minimize the distance from

ground truth data. The set of filters used to constrain mo-

tion in the latent space are an arithmetic average filter, a

Savitzky-Golay filter, a Gaussian filter, and a Kalman filter.

The filter guidance process involves calculating a theoreti-

cal output of the desired filter from the recovered data, and

then reducing the difference between this theoretical output

and the original recovered data.

The original recovered data is defined as a set of loca-

tions in the x, y, z coordinate space for each joint j, or pj .

These joint positions are recovered for each frame, i, from

the latent space, Hi, using the autoencoder decode section

as shown in Figure 3. Thus, pHi

j is defined as joint position

j recovered from frame i. This recovered motion data is

then used to create a new matrix of joint positions, a target

skeleton, for all frames by applying one of the four filtering

techniques. Three of the target skeletons are constructed

similarly, but each using a different kernel to define a set of

Ck coefficient terms as shown in Figure 4. The filter ker-

nel is applied as a weighted sum on joint j for a window of

frames with size [i − w, i + w] centered at frame i. This

effectively builds a target skeleton over all frames based on

the desired filter, where the value at frame i is a weighted



sum of adjacent frames
∑w

k=−w Ckp
Hi+k

j . The cost func-

tion (4),

Cost(H) =
∑

j

∑

i

∥∥∥∥∥pHi

j −

w∑

k=−w

Ckp
Hi+k

j

∥∥∥∥∥ , (4)

uses the Euclidean distance between the recovered joint ma-

trix and the target joint matrix for optimization in the latent

space. Because these matrices are implemented as tensors,

we can then apply stochastic gradient descent in the latent

space to minimize the objective function Cost(H) as shown

in Figure 3. After the minimization of the objective func-

tion, the latent space is fed through the decoder once again

to generate new filter guided motion data.
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Figure 4. Filter kernels used in latent space optimization.

The arithmetic average kernel uses a window size of 3

(w = 1), and all of the coefficients are equal (Ck = 1/3).

The Savitzky-Golay kernel models a filter with a window

size of 5 and an order of 2, which produces the best re-

sults modeling a Savitzky-Golay filter [14]. The Gaussian

kernel models a filter with a window size of 7 and approx-

imates Gaussian values for this window size [8]. The win-

dow sizes for all three filters were arrived at experimentally

based on performance. The fourth target skeleton, qHi

j , is

calculated using a simplified Kalman filter process defined

by Algorithm 1 [1]. In this algorithm, the target skeleton

is calculated for each frame using the recovered original

joints, pHi

j , as before. The initialization of process vari-

ance (procVar ) was tuned experimentally, and the variance

of the recorded values (recVar ) was taken from the vari-

ance of a near-stationary joint. The target skeleton over all

frames, qHi

j , is then used to calculate a Euclidean difference

from the original recovered data, pHi

j , and summed over all

frames and joints to form the objective function (5),

Kalman(H) =
∑

j

∑

i

∥∥pHi

j − qHi

j

∥∥ , (5)

which serves to optimize the latent space of the network.

This is done by minimizing Kalman(H) using stochastic

gradient descent over the latent space as shown in Figure 3.

After minimization, the latent space is decoded to produce

the filter guided motion data.

Algorithm 1: Creation of a target skeleton using a Kalman filter.

Result: Joint vector q
Hi
j

across all frames of motion

currPos = p
H0
j

;

dt = 1/30;

dpos = (p
H1
j

− p
H0
j

)/dt ;

q
H0
j

= currPos;

currVar = 0 ;

procModel = dpos ∗ dt ;

for frame k=1:end do

prior = currPos + procModel ;

priorVar = currVar + procVar ;

L = p
Hk
j

;

currPos = priorV ar∗L+recV ar∗prior

priorV ar+recV ar
;

currVar = priorV ar∗recV ar

priorV ar+recV ar
;

q
Hk
j

= currPos;

dpos = (p
Hk+1

j
− p

Hk
j

) ∗ dt ;

procModel = dpos ∗ dt ;

end

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Data and Training

Experimentation was carried out using a neural network

implemented in Theano [16] and trained using over 10

hours of motion capture skeleton data [5]. The dataset was

collected from four sources, the CMU Graphics Lab Mo-

tion Capture Database [17], the Berkeley Multimodal Hu-

man Action Database (MHAD) [11], the Mocap Database

HDM05 [10], and the data originally collected in [5, 4]. The

data from these sources was retargeted to a skeleton of com-

mon structure based on the CMU database to ensure skele-

ton consistence. The skeletal structure retargeting was done

using inverse kinematics on matching joint angles [18].

After this retargeting was completed, the skeleton joint

angles were converted into joint positions relative to joint

0 (a projection of the central hip joint on to the floor), and

the skeleton was scaled by subtracting the mean from the

data and dividing by the standard deviation of each joint

position. The joint positions were then used as an input ma-

trix to the autoencoder, and the autoencoder was trained to

recreate the input. This was done by reducing the network

loss function through stochastic gradient descent and incre-

mentally updating the weights and biases using the Adap-

tive Moment Estimation (Adam) algorithm [7] with a learn-

ing rate of 0.001 and two moments of 0.9 and 0.999. The

network utilized dropout regularization to deter overfitting

with a dropout rate of 0.2. The network loss function was

arrived at by squared error between the input matrix X and

the output of the autoencoder (6),

Loss(X, θ) = ‖X −Ψ(Φ(X))‖
2
2 + α ‖θ‖1 , (6)

where the second term is used as sparsity regularizer on the

weights and biases of the network(θ), and is controllable by

adjusting α.



4.2. Test Data

The network was used to recover two types of data. The

first was purely simulated data in that the original motion

capture skeleton data used to train the network was cor-

rupted by randomly setting the values of joint positions to a

zero position at a rate of 50%. This acts as drop-out for half

the data of the original motion capture data and mimics the

jerky transient motion of data corrupted by momentary self-

occlusion. The disadvantage of this type of data is that it is

derivative of the original training data, even though 50% of

it has been removed. The second type of data is real-world

data captured by Holden et al. [4], in which data collected

from a Kinect is time synced to data from a motion capture

system to act as ground truth. The Kinect data has been re-

targeted and normalized for use with the network, and a real

world comparison can be made between the Kinect recov-

ered skeleton and the time synced motion capture data.

4.3. Filter Guidance Evaluation

Each of the filter guidance processes described in section

3 were evaluated by calculating the Euclidean distance of

each joint position from the ground truth joint position for

each frame of motion. A distance from ground truth was

then taken over all frames of motion for each joint. First,

the filters were assessed over 240,000 frames of simulated

corrupted motion data and compared in Table 1. The results

of the Kalman filter have been omitted as the Kalman filter

performed poorly in comparison with the other three filters.

This is likely due to the non-linear nature of the data. The

implementation of an extended Kalman filter might produce

more favorable results. We see that each of the three filters

improve upon the recovered data in which guidance has not

been applied, with the slight exception of some of the inner

joints (2,10,11), consisting of the hips, and spine. This is

because these joints were rarely affected by the simulated

noise since they did not move away from their zero posi-

tions as much as the external joints, and when they were

set back to their zero positions randomly, the magnitude of

their movement was minimal.

More importantly, the filters were assessed over 148,800

frames of real-world Kinect data synced with motion cap-

ture ground truth. The recovered unguided Kinect data is

compared against the three filter guided recoveries. Here

in Table 2 we see that all three filters improve upon the re-

covery of the autoencoder, yielding a result that is closer to

ground truth. The improvement across joints is more uni-

form since the noise from the real-world data tends to affect

all of the joints equally. The question now arises, does fil-

ter guidance in the latent space provide any benefit that a

traditional filter of the same type does not? In Table 3 we

compare traditional filters applied to the recovered skeleton

versus the guidance process. We see that the filter guidance

does indeed outperform the traditional filters, in all but one

Joints Corrupted Data No Filter Arithmetic Average Savitzky-Golay Gaussian

Guidance

1 9.205 2.514 2.365 2.443 2.455

2 9.856 2.853 2.918 2.966 2.976

3 16.862 5.136 4.758 4.772 4.767

4 22.678 6.825 6.114 6.113 6.113

5 23.552 7.433 6.354 6.369 6.359

6 9.888 2.984 2.908 2.961 2.971

7 17.354 5.221 5.068 5.061 5.061

8 23.158 6.745 6.037 6.041 6.042

9 23.922 7.292 6.402 6.415 6.408

10 10.565 2.885 2.919 2.994 3.012

11 12.646 3.337 3.339 3.401 3.417

12 14.816 3.785 3.747 3.786 3.796

13 16.818 4.355 4.337 4.348 4.356

14 14.311 3.990 3.854 3.882 3.886

15 20.560 6.101 5.399 5.396 5.393

16 27.900 7.821 6.228 6.217 6.218

17 29.868 8.384 6.642 6.619 6.621

18 14.478 4.176 4.030 4.062 4.070

19 22.412 6.579 5.519 5.511 5.515

20 30.196 8.456 6.413 6.391 6.391

21 31.852 8.996 6.821 6.795 6.792

Ave. 19.186 5.518 4.865 4.883 4.887

Table 1. Mean distance from ground truth (cm) of joint positions

over 240,000 frames of simulated data. Recovered data without

filter guidance is compared with filter-guided results using three

different filters, where the lowest value is highlighted in green.

Joints Corrupted Data No Filter Arithmetic Average Savitzky-Golay Gaussian

Guidance

1 7.372 7.110 4.219 4.313 4.319

2 6.905 6.350 4.697 4.738 4.743

3 8.617 8.750 6.773 6.816 6.814

4 8.459 8.751 7.651 7.682 7.680

5 9.137 9.060 8.188 8.221 8.219

6 6.727 6.309 5.001 5.035 5.037

7 6.919 6.806 6.378 6.340 6.338

8 8.115 7.709 6.888 6.896 6.884

9 8.949 8.314 7.645 7.653 7.645

10 7.675 7.352 4.742 4.828 4.833

11 8.365 8.339 5.714 5.797 5.801

12 9.364 8.895 6.617 6.677 6.679

13 10.397 10.022 7.929 7.974 7.973

14 10.332 9.776 7.961 7.987 7.988

15 9.577 9.396 8.281 8.290 8.284

16 10.477 10.219 8.854 8.846 8.843

17 10.893 10.854 9.666 9.641 9.637

18 10.940 10.088 8.587 8.591 8.595

19 10.309 10.241 9.000 9.015 9.026

20 10.907 11.123 9.904 9.913 9.924

21 11.268 11.570 10.673 10.659 10.670

Ave. 9.129 8.906 7.398 7.424 7.425

Table 2. Mean distance from ground truth values (cm) of joint po-

sitions over 148,800 frames from real-world Kinect data synced

with motion capture ground truth. Recovered data without filter

guidance is compared with filter-guided results using three differ-

ent filters, where the lowest value is highlighted in green.

case due to the fact that they can influence the skeleton to

approach a filtered signal while maintaining the natural hu-

man motion learned in the autoencoder manifold.

A qualitative comparison of four joint positions across



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5. Smoothing effect on joint positions: x, y, z coordinates with and without guidance for (a) the left hand, (b) the right foot, (c) the

left knee, and (d) the spine. The results are more evident in the extremities as the internal joints tend to stay steady.

Methods Simulated Data Real Data

Traditional arithmetic average 5.307 8.846

Arithmetic average filter guided 4.865 7.398

Traditional Savitzky-Golay filter 5.512 8.909

Savitzky-Golay filter guided 4.883 7.424

Traditional Gaussian filter 5.196 8.800

Gaussian filter guided 4.887 7.425

Traditional Kalman filter 5.621 8.948

Kalman filter guided 6.521 8.664

Table 3. Comparison between traditional filtering methods and

the proposed filter-guided approach in terms of the mean distance

from ground truth (cm) averaged over 21 joints.

240 frames of motion is given in Figure 5, in which the

smoothing effect of the filter guidance process on the left

hand, right foot, left knee, and central spine joints is appar-

ent. Here the x,y, and z coordinates have been displayed be-

fore and after the guidance process. Clearly the filter guid-

ance has reduced the noise in the unguided recovered signal

and produced a smoother approximation to human motion.

This result is more noticeable for the external joints as the

nature of the induced noise causes them to move farther, and

the internal joints such as the spine remain relatively steady,

with minimal high frequency content.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a new filter-guided latent space op-

timization method to improve the performance of the con-

volutional autoencoder that is used to recover corrupted hu-

man motion data or low quality skeleton data from an RGB-

D sensor and SDK tools. An objective function based on the

difference between an expected filtered output and the un-

filtered recovered one was developed to optimize the latent

space, smoothing the human motion data while forcing it to

adhere to the learned manifold. The proposed method out-

performs the original autoencoder and traditional filters, due

to the fact that we are capitalizing on the nature of the latent

space which is an encoded low dimensional representation

of human motion. This filter-guided method is appealing

for many real-world applications involving human motion

data by improving RGB-D SDK outputs. Future work will

focus on the study on using extended Kalman filters to guide

latent space optimization for further improvement.
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